
 

Lesson Title: Does it matter what lies below? 
 
Unit: Living Breakwaters (LB) Curriculum: Restoration and Resilience in Raritan Bay 
Sub-Unit: LB Habitats Series: what is the best habitat? 
 
LESSON OVERVIEW 
 
Grade: 6-8 Class Periods: 1-2 Setting:  classroom Subject Area(s): science 
 
 
Lesson Summary 
The classroom represents a variety of bottom habitats associated with the Living Breakwaters, such 
as oyster reefs, large rocks, and sand.  While role-playing Living Breakwaters critters, students visit 
different bottom habitats, discuss their needs with the other critters (students), and then prepare a 
debate-style argument to answer the question ‘which is the best bottom habitat?’ from the point of 
view of their critter. 
 
Objective(s) 

● Infer the advantages and disadvantages of various LB bottom habitats for various LB critters. 
● Prepare for a debate by developing evidence, claims, and arguments to connect specific 

claims to specific pieces of evidence. 
● Identify the premise of their own argument and a classmate’s argument. 
● Respectfully challenge the premise of a classmate’s argument. 

 
MATERIALS & RESOURCES 
 
Supplies  

● A place to record students’ questions as they arise, where everyone can see 
● LB Bottom Habitat Cards - one set is enough for five groupings of students.  If you need more 

groups, you can print extra copies of some or all of the LB Bottom Habitat Cards. 
 
Handouts 

● Bottom habitats pros and cons 
● What is the best bottom habitat for…? 
● Inhabitants of Raritan Bay Cards  

● Be sure to use at least a couple from each of these seven categories: 
1. Technically unaffected by the type of bottom habitat because they are unable to 

direct their bodies to the bottom -- but very soon in their life cycle they will need 
a specific type of bottom habitat 

■ Oyster embryo inside egg - hard structure will be needed 
■ Oyster free-swimming larva - hard structure will be needed 
■ Striped bass yolk-sac larvae - hard structure will improve chances of 

survival 

 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1PHEJci7BA4BOvZY2ehJtityUoKCfIcMtXGW-e0mizKk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NXR_ysQxqRUzIpZaUcQHOHETuxKODY27K2qwIfy9Tzc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T5-LetxKxCZO3VsrkIO0vVNn1grApC65NyPG4QwEQjw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E1XGapBHcY1HyW64_VoCzOvxxYDL_mdu7Irks9tR7G8/edit?usp=sharing


 

■ Striped bass feeding larva - hard structure will improve chances of 
survival 

■ Feather blenny yolk-sac larvae - hard structure will be needed 
■ Feather blenny feeding larva - hard structure will be needed 
■ Eelgrass mature seed - soft bottom will be needed (in shallow water that 

is not too turbid) 
 

2. These planktonic critters may be unaffected by the type of bottom habitat  
● Diatoms - some kinds actually do need surfaces to attach to, where they 

build sizable colonies of individuals 
● Dinoflagellates 
● Calanoid copepod 
● Lion’s mane jellyfish 

 
3. Require hard structure at or near the bottom: 

■ Oyster juvenile spat 
■ Feather blenny embryo inside egg 
■ Feather blenny juvenile 
■ Oyster settler larva 
● Eastern oyster (adult) 
● Blue mussel 
● Barnacle 
● Sea lettuce 
● Bladderwrack 
● Tubular hydroid 
● Ghost anemone  
● Naked goby 
● Feather blenny (adult) 
● Oyster toadfish 
■ Cunner 

 
4. Require soft bottom (some need mud, some need sand, and some can use 

either mud or sand): 
○ Eelgrass (adult) 
○ Hard clam 
○ Summer flounder 
○ Winter flounder 
○ American sand lance: 
○ Eelgrass embryo 
■ Eelgrass seedling 

 
5. More flexible about bottom type, but rely on one type of bottom for something, 

sometimes 
■ Blue crab megalops larva - aiming for hard structure to settle near 
■ Blue crab juvenile - has more to eat near hard structure; goes dormant 

beneath the mud in winter 
■ Striped bass juvenile - hides from predators in spaces between rocks or 

oyster shells 



 

■ Eel glass juvenile - hides from predators in spaces between rocks or 
oyster shells 

■ Eel elver settler juvenile - hides from predators in spaces between rocks 
or oyster shells 

■ Blue crab (adult) - has more to eat near hard structure; goes dormant 
beneath the mud in winter 

■ Amphipods - because there are so many different kinds of amphipods. 
Some species have specific bottom habitat requirements, but as a 
combined group they can be considered flexible. 

■ Bristle worms - because there are so many different kinds of 
bristleworms.  Most species have specific bottom habitat requirements, 
but as a combined group they can be considered flexible. 
 

6. Genuinely flexible about bottom habitat (but some bottom habitats are still unsuitable 
for them): 

■ Shore shrimp, grass shrimp 
■ Oyster drill 

 
7. These open water swimmers are not directly affected by bottom habitat, but their 
prey species are - and some are more flexible about prey than others 

■ Atlantic menhaden 
■ Atlantic silversides 
■ Bay anchovy 
■ Atlantic striped bass (adult) 
■ Bluefish - specifically needs pretty clear and fast-moving water for 

hunting, so mud bottom is not useful 
 
Vocabulary 

● Bottom habitat - the simplest way to think about ‘bottom habitat’ is: what’s at the bottom of 
the water in a certain place.   But it’s not just about the sand or mud or rocks.  A habitat is a 
place where organisms live, and each organism needs specific things from its habitat.  So 
when people talk about bottom ‘habitat’, they’re talking about how the physical environment at 
the bottom affects the living organisms there.  And sometimes vice versa!  See habitat-forming 
organisms. 
 

● Habitat-forming organisms - Organisms have a big impact on their physical environment, 
and some organisms change their environment so much that people say they create or form 
habitat.  (It would be more accurate to say that these organisms change habitat, but for some 
reason people aren’t usually accurate in that way).  
 
In our estuary, two examples of habitat-forming organisms are eelgrass and oysters.  If 
enough eelgrass start to inhabit some mud at the bottom of the water, that habitat is not just 
mud anymore: that habitat becomes ‘eelgrass meadow’.  Likewise, if enough oysters start to 
inhabit a hard surface at the bottom of the water, that habitat is not just a hard surface 
anymore: that habitat becomes ‘oyster reef’.  
 
Ask yourself: how does eelgrass transform a muddy bottom habitat?  And how do oysters 
transform a hard bottom habitat?  What is it about these organisms that makes such a big 



 

difference to their physical environment, and to the other organisms living there? 
 

● Subtidal - always underwater, even at low tide 
 

● Intertidal - underwater at high tide, and out of the water at low tide 
 

● Emergent - out of the water, even at high tide 
 

● Colony, colonize - in biology, a colony is a group of individuals of the same species, living 
close to one another in the same habitat.  It usually refers to organisms that don’t move around 
too much, such as oysters, eelgrass, and some kinds of diatoms and bacteria that tend to stick 
to surfaces and to each other.  
 
If, for example, eelgrass ‘colonizes’ a specific place, it means that a bunch of eelgrass plants 
start to live in that place.  In addition, to say that ‘eelgrass colonized a place’ implies that first, 
there were few or no eelgrass plants living there, and then a lot of eelgrass plants started to 
live there.  
 
Beyond the field of biology, when people are talking about human colonies, humans colonizing 
places, and human colonialism, these words have very different connotations.  
 
You might ask yourself: do you think the biologists borrowed the word ‘colony’ from people in 
general, and gave it a specific biological meaning?  Or do you think people in general 
borrowed the word ‘colony’ from biologists, and gave it specific social meanings?  (In general, 
both of these things can happen.)  
 
According to Google search, the word ‘colony’ comes “from Latin colonia ‘settlement, farm’, 
from colonus ‘settler, farmer’, from colere ‘cultivate’”.  If Google search is providing accurate 
information, does that suggest one answer or the other? 
 

● The premise of an argument - suppose you want your friend to taste an oyster, but the friend 
tells you they won’t eat oysters because oysters collect human pathogens from the water and 
your friend does not want to get sick.  
 
Your friend is making a claim: that they won’t eat oysters.  There is not much you can say 
about that.  
 
Your friend is also presenting evidence: that oysters collect human pathogens from the water. 
That’s true, so you can’t convince your friend by contradicting a fact.  
 
But in their argument -- in the link between their claim and their evidence -- there is always a 
premise.  The premise is an assumption, and assumptions cannot always be true.  
 
In this case the premise is the assumption that there are human pathogens in the water.  
 
Indeed there are human pathogens in New York Harbor, and that’s why we must never eat 
oysters from New York Harbor.  New York City oysters are collecting pathogens from New 
York Harbor, and eating our local oysters can make us sick!  



 

 
But we can eat oysters from other places, where people do not dump raw sewage into the 
water.  
 
If you can show your friend the problem with their premise -- that not all water has raw sewage 
dumped into it, which means that plenty of oysters from outside NYC are perfectly safe to eat 
-- you may be able to win the argument.  
 
Finding the premise is a handy tool, and it’s fun to watch people taste oysters for the first time. 

  
BEFORE YOU GET STARTED 
 
Tips for Teachers 

● Of course there is no objectively ‘best’ bottom habitat.  Different organisms need different 
things, at different times in their life cycles.  During the debate in the Elaborate and Evaluate 
sections of the lesson, this is likely to become clear to the students.  
 

● If you use the Extend section of the lesson, students can develop the idea further, by 
thoughtfully defining their own criteria for choosing one bottom habitat over another for a 
particular part of New York Harbor.  In the process they may realize that defining those criteria 
is an expression of their personal values and priorities. 

 
Preparation 

● The debate in the Elaborate and Evaluate sections of this lesson will have more gravitas if you 
recruit an adult volunteer to listen and provide feedback.  The ideal volunteer is an adult, 
personally interested in the topic, and unfamiliar to the students.  

○ This could be, for example, a parent from another grade who likes to fish in New York 
Harbor, a teacher from a different school in the building who lives near the water, or an 
educator from a nearby environmental organization. 

 
 
INSTRUCTION PLAN  
 
Engage 

1. The desks are in groups, scattered about the room.  Each group of desks has one LB Bottom 
Habitat Card prominently displayed on it:  

● Hard bottom, rocky bottom  
Note: there are two different cards for this habitat.  You can use one, the other, or both. 

● Gravel, pebbles, shells 
● Sand 
● Mud 
● Eelgrass meadows 

 
2. Each student takes one Inhabitants of Raritan Bay Card. 

 
3. Instruct: 

○ Look at the bottom habitats and move toward the one you think is best for you.  
 



 

○ If you can live in or near more than one kind of bottom habitat, choose the one you 
think is most important to you. 
 

Explore 
1. In their Bottom Habitat groups, students discuss their critters’ bottom habitat needs, as 

described in the handout Bottom Habitat Pros and Cons 
 

2. Groups report their most interesting findings to the class. 
● Meanwhile, record student questions as they come up, where everyone can see. 

 
Explain 

1. Instruct: 
○ If you think you must live in or near this one bottom habitat, stay where you are. 

 
○ If think you can live in or near a different bottom habitat, go to the one you think is 

second most important for you.  
 

2. In their new Bottom Habitat groupings, students discuss again, more briefly this time, the same 
topics described in the handout Bottom habitat pros and cons. 

 
3. The class debriefs.  You might ask: 

○ Do you notice any patterns, in terms of which critters can be flexible about bottom 
habitat, and which critters must have a specific bottom habitat?  

○ If a critter needs one specific bottom habitat, is that for their whole life, or for part of 
their life cycle? 
 

4. If you have taught material from the lesson Why swim, float, or stick?, you can also ask:  
○ What about the critter’s position in the water column?  Does there seem to be a 

pattern? Are critters more flexible about bottom habitat if they are benthic or pelagic or 
something else? 
 

○ What about the critters way of moving (or staying in one place)?  Does there seem to 
be a pattern? Are critters more flexible about bottom habitat if they swim or float or stick 
to something? 
 

○ If you think you see a correlation between, say, motility strategy and flexibility with 
respect to bottom habitat, can you determine the nature of the correlation?  

■ Does one thing cause the other -- and if so, which causes which?  
■ Or is this not a causal relationship?  
■ How could you be more sure?  
■ If it’s not a causal relationship, what would be a better way to describe the 

relationship between these characteristics of critters -- their position in the water 
column, their motility/sessility strategy, and their flexibility (or inflexibility) about 
bottom habitat? 
 

■ [Note: there are no rules, and it’s fascinating to see how different critters make 
use of habitats in different ways.  That said, pelagic critters, and nekton 
(swimmers) and floaters, are usually less sensitive to the bottom habitat, 



 

because they aren’t living in the sediment, they can move or be swept by the 
currents to a different type of bottom habitat, and they don’t need a specific 
substrate to stick to.  If students come up with these ideas, you might ask about 
the flounders, who are adapted to life near the bottom in spectacular ways!] 
 

Elaborate 
1. Students make the case that one of these bottom habitats is the best one. Remind them: 

 
● Present the argument from the point of view of your critter. 

 
2. Students individually prepare evidence, claims, and arguments, as described in the handout 

What is the best bottom habitat for…? 
 

3. Students practice presenting their evidence, claims, and arguments with the other students 
who are making the case for the same bottom habitat.  
 

○ They offer suggestions to one another about presenting, and decide the order in which 
they will present to the whole class. 

 
This would be a good time to break before the next class, because you need your adult responder to 
attend the next set of activities. 
 
 
Evaluate 

1. Students make their cases to the whole class plus the adult responder -- see Preparation. 
 

2. After each group presents, at least one spokesperson from each other group responds, 
attempting to make the case for why that bottom habitat is not the best one. 
 

● Encourage responders to identify the evidence, claim, and argument made by the 
presenters.  Once they have identified the argument, encourage responders to identify 
the premise -- the assumption behind -- that argument.  
 

● Then encourage responders to challenge the premise of the argument. 
 

3. The adult responder provides feedback. 
 

Extend 
Extension 1.  

1. Students focus on a particular part of New York Harbor that has personal importance, and 
make a claim: for that place, the best bottom habitat is _______.  They make this case from 
their own point of view, not from a specific critter’s point of view.  Students should consider the 
pros and cons of the different bottom habitats in terms of a variety of human values.  

 
● If you have taught the lesson What is the Living Breakwaters, your students have 

already thought a lot about their views of the best habitat -- but from a human 
perspective on the shore or in a boat.  Now they consider how a human use of the 



 

shorelines and shallows impacts the bottom habitat, and vice versa.  Ask: 
 

○ What bottom habitats could work together with your highest priorities for the 
place you have chosen?  How so? 
 
[for example, restore oyster reefs works together well with hard bottom / rocky 
bottom, because oysters need a hard surface to stick to, and will suffocate if 
covered in mud or sand] 
 

○ What bottom habitats cannot work together with your highest priorities for the 
place you have chosen?  Why not? 
 
[for example, collect sand to replenish popular beaches like Coney Island and 
the Rockaways cannot work together with sandy bottom, because you don’t 
have a sandy bottom after you remove the sand -- and especially not if you 
keep coming back for more] 
 

● If you have not taught the lesson What is the Living Breakwaters? and would like a 
quicker way in to the present activity, you could instead prompt students with a very 
short list of possible priorities, such as: 
 

● Biodiversity 
● Fish that people can catch and eat 
● The ease of swimming, wading, and/or boating in different kinds of vessels - 

including public transport such as ferries 
● How hard the waves will hit the shore -- which, in a storm, can hurt people, and 

over time even without a storm, can erode land and damage property 
● Property values and/or rising rents and the crisis of affordable housing in NYC 
● Maritime jobs for people in the neighborhood 
● Resilience to climate change 

 
Extension 2.  
Ask: Two of our critters can actually be bottom habitat:  oysters and eelgrass.  How does that work? 
 

● What is is about oyster reefs that makes them a specific bottom habitat?  
 

○ From the point of view of the species that live in or near oyster reefs, how are the 
oyster reefs different from the other types of bottom habitat? 
 

○ What’s the difference between an oyster and an oyster reef? 
 

○ How many oysters do you estimate it would take, to make an oyster reef that functions 
as a specific habitat for other critters? 
 

○ How does an oyster reef get bigger? 
 



 

○ Do you think oysters need to live in oyster reefs, or are they more flexible about their 
bottom habitat? 
 

○ For a young oyster, is there such a thing as too many oysters -- in other words, is there 
a reason why a young oyster might need to settle at some distance from its parent 
reef? 
 

○ How do you imagine a new oyster reef can form?  In other words, how can oysters 
colonize a new part of the estuary bottom? 
 

● What is it about eelgrass meadows that makes them a specific bottom habitat?  
 

○ From the point of view of the species that live in or near eelgrass meadows, how are 
eelgrass meadows different from the other types of bottom habitat? 
 

○ What's the difference between an eelgrass plant and an eelgrass meadow? 
 

○ How many eelgrass plants do you estimate it would take to make an eelgrass meadow, 
that functions as a specific habitat for other critters? 
 

○ How does an eelgrass meadow get bigger? 
 

○ Do you think eelgrass plants need to live in an eelgrass meadow, or are they more 
flexible about their bottom habitat? 
 

○ For a new eelgrass plant, is there such a thing as too many eelgrass plants?  In other 
words, is there a reason why a new eelgrass plant might need to settle at some 
distance from its parent meadow? 
 

○ How do you imagine a new eelgrass meadow can form?  In other words, how do you 
imagine eelgrass plants can colonize a new area of the bottom? 
 

 
 
Extension 3.  
When restoring oysters and eelgrass to New York Harbor are, we need to: 

● Provide suitable bottom habitat for each of the two species. 
● Find that bottom habitat in places where the water conditions are right -- not too shallow, not 

too deep, not too turbid, (in theory not too clear, because perfectly clear water would have no 
food -- phytoplankton -- for oysters! But New York Harbor is an estuary, and estuaries tend to 
be plenty turbid), and where the water is moving fast enough but not too fast -- for each of 
these two species. 

● Provide a large enough patch of suitable habitat 
● Provide conditions where: 

○ Individuals can reproduce, sexually (oysters and eelgrass) and asexually (eelgrass 
only) 

○ Colonies can get larger -- not just in the size of each organism, but in the number of 
organisms in the colony 



 

○ The species can colonize new bottom habitat 
 
Choose one of the habitat-forming species (oysters or eelgrass), and develop a research plan that can 
tell us what we should study in order to learn what we will need to know to provide suitable bottom 
habitat for that species.  Follow this outline to the extent that you find it useful for that purpose: 
 

1. What bottom habitat does it need?  Where in New York Harbor do we have that bottom habitat 
now?  There was once a lot more oyster reef and eelgrass meadow in and around New York 
Harbor: where in New York Harbor have we had that suitable bottom habitat in the past?  What 
changed?  Can we change it back?  Why or why not?  If yes, how?  
 

2. What water conditions does it need?  What depth? What salinity? How clear does the water 
need to be for this species to thrive?  How much should the water be moving? 
 

3. Where in New York Harbor are the depths suitable for this species?  How about in the past? 
What would it take to make more of New York Harbor a suitable depth for this species today? 
Why might people refuse to change the water depth today? Where do you suppose people 
would be most likely to agree to change the water depth today, and why? 
 

4. What salinity does this species need?  Where in New York Harbor do we have suitable 
salinities for this species?  Where are we adding freshwater to New York Harbor?  Do you 
suppose that makes the salinity more suitable or less suitable for this species? 
 

5. How clear does this species need the water to be?  What data are available on turbidity in New 
York Harbor, past and present?  What additional data do we need, in order to find the places in 
New York Harbor with suitable turbidity for this species -- if there are any?  Do you imagine it’s 
possible to reduce turbidity in some parts of New York Harbor? If so, where and how? 
 

6. How much current does this species need?  (Neither one does well when the water is not 
moving at all -- why not?)  What’s too much current for this species?  Where in New York 
Harbor do we have suitable currents for this species?  What about in the past -- you will have 
to think about this indirectly, because the available data on currents does not go very far back 
into the past, so ask yourself: what makes water move faster, and what makes water slow 
down in New York Harbor?  Choose an otherwise-promising location for providing suitable 
habitat for this species: what would it take to improve the currents for this species in that 
location?  What would make people support or refuse that kind of change? 
 

7. Where in New York Harbor do you think it’s possible to provide a large enough patch of 
suitable habitat so that a colony of this species could reproduce sexually?  (What about 
asexually, for eelgrass)? 
 

8. Where in New York Harbor do you think it’s most promising for this species to colonize new 
bottom habitat?  (At the moment, no restoration professionals are trying to do this for either 
species in New York Harbor, but they do try this elsewhere.  What could make it possible in 
New York City?  What could make it impossible in New York City?) 
 

9. How does this species change its physical environment when it colonizes a new bottom 
habitat?  Consider water depth, currents, and turbidity.  If oysters or eelgrass start to colonize 



 

a new bottom habitat, does that habitat become more suitable for them -- in other words, is 
there positive feedback in that system?  If oysters or eelgrass start to colonize a new bottom 
habitat, does that habitat become less suitable for them?  Do they end up limiting their own 
population in a certain place -- in other words, is there negative feedback in that system? 
Assuming we want to restore more oysters or eelgrass to a specific bottom habitat, what does 
it take to shift the system to the conditions for positive feedback?  Consider the physical 
conditions, and also think about scale and proportion: how large is this part of the harbor, and 
how many oysters or eelgrass plants would make enough of a difference to the physical 
conditions so that more individuals would be likely to colonize that place grow the colony? How 
likely do you think is likely enough?  What do you think ‘enough of a difference’ means?  
 

10. Both species are vulnerable to diseases that have dramatically reduced their populations at 
various times and places.  What are those diseases?  What do we know about the impact of 
those diseases in New York Harbor, now and in the past?  What are the most suitable habitats 
for the disease organisms?  Where in New York Harbor do you think your species has the best 
conditions for itself and the worst conditions for its disease organisms? 
 

11. Oysters are vulnerable to many predators.  (Why is eelgrass so much less vulnerable to 
predators?  When eelgrass plants die, not having been eaten, what happens to that organic 
matter?  How does it impact the local ecosystem?  Does it impact faraway ecosystems?)  How 
can oyster reefs coexist with populations of oyster predators?  Where in New York Harbor can 
you identify conditions that might cause predators to eat so many oysters that an oyster reef 
cannot form, or cannot last long?   Where in New York Harbor can you identify physical 
conditions that might help keep the predator and prey populations in balance?  (To answer 
these questions, you’ll need to learn a lot about the organisms that eat oysters, and the habitat 
requirements of those predators.) 

 
 
FEATURED IMAGE 
Featured image: 

 
Featured image credit: illustration of hard bottom / rocky bottom courtesy of SCAPE Landscape 
Architecture 
 
 
  

https://www.scapestudio.com/
https://www.scapestudio.com/


 

Standards --  
 

NYC Scope and Sequence Science 6-8 
Science and Engineering Practices 

● distinguishing between correlation and causation 
● Construct an explanation that includes qualitative or quantitative relationships between 

variables. 
● argument that supports or refutes claims for either explanations or solutions about the natural 

and designed world(s). 
 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Patterns can be used to identify cause and effect relationships. (MS-LS2-2) 
● Small changes in one part of a system might cause large changes in another part. (MS-LS2-4), 

(MS-LS2-5) 
● Phenomena may have more than one cause, and some cause and effect relationships in 

systems can only be described using probability. (MS-LS1-4), (MS-LS1-5)  
● Structures… can be visualized…  and used to describe how their function depends on the 

shapes, composition, and relationships among their parts (MS-LS3-1)  
 
Grade 6, Unit 3: Ecosystems -- Why does the Earth never run out of matter or energy?  
Disciplinary Core Ideas organized by Performance Expectations 

● MS-LS2-1. Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource 
availability on organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.  

○ Emphasis is on cause and effect relationships between resources and growth of 
individual organisms and the numbers of organisms in ecosystems during periods of 
abundant and scarce resources. 

○ Growth of organisms and population increases are limited by access to resources. 
(MS-LS2-1) 

○ In any ecosystem, organisms and populations with similar requirements for food, water, 
oxygen, or other resources may compete with each other for limited resources, access 
to which consequently constrains their growth and reproduction. (MS-LS2-1) 

○ Organisms, and populations of organisms, are dependent on their environmental 
interactions both with other living things and with nonliving factors. (MS-LS2-1) 
 

● MS-LS2-2. Construct an explanation that predicts patterns of interactions among organisms in 
a variety of ecosystems.  

○ Emphasis is on predicting patterns of interactions such as competition, predation, 
mutualism, and parasitism in different ecosystems in terms of the relationships among 
and between organisms. 

○ Predatory interactions may reduce the number of organisms or eliminate whole 
populations of organisms. Mutually beneficial interactions, in contrast, may become so 
interdependent that each organism requires the other for survival. Although the species 
involved in these competitive, predatory, and mutually beneficial interactions vary 
across ecosystems, the patterns of interactions of organisms with their environments, 
both living and nonliving, are shared. (MS-LS2-2) 
 

● MS-LS2-4. Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence that changes to physical 
or biological components of an ecosystem affect populations.  



 

○ Emphasis is on recognizing patterns in data and making warranted inferences about 
shifts in populations due to changes in the ecosystem. 

○ Ecosystems are dynamic in nature; their characteristics can vary over time. Disruptions 
to any physical or biological component of an ecosystem can lead to shifts in all its 
populations. (MS-LS2-4) 
 

● MS-LS2-5. Evaluate competing design solutions for maintaining biodiversity and protecting 
ecosystem stability.  

○ ….Examples of design solution constraints could include scientific, economic, and 
social considerations. 

○ Biodiversity describes the variety of species found in Earth’s ecosystems. The 
completeness or integrity of an ecosystem’s biodiversity is often used as a measure of 
its health. (MS-LS2-5) 

○ Changes in biodiversity can influence humans’ resources, such as food, energy, and 
medicines, as well as ecosystem services that humans rely on—for example, water 
purification and recycling. (secondary to MS-LS2-5) 

○ Humans impact biodiversity both positively and negatively. (secondary to MS-LS2-5) 
 
Connections to Nature of Science 
Science Addresses Questions About the Natural and Material World  

● Scientific knowledge can describe the consequences of actions but does not necessarily 
prescribe the decisions that society takes. (MS-LS2-5) 

 
Grade 8, Unit 3: Growth, Development, and Reproduction of Organisms  
Disciplinary Core Ideas organized by Performance Expectations 

● MS-LS1-4. Use argument based on empirical evidence and scientific reasoning to support an 
explanation for how characteristic animal behaviors and specialized plant structures affect the 
probability of successful reproduction of animals and plants, respectively.  

○ Clarification Statement: Examples of behaviors that affect the probability of animal 
reproduction could include nest building to protect young from cold, herding of animals 
to protect young from predators, and vocalization of animals and colorful plumage to 
attract mates for breeding. Examples of animal behaviors that affect the probability of 
plant reproduction could include transferring pollen or seeds, and creating conditions 
for seed germination and growth. Examples of plant structures could include bright 
flowers attracting butterflies that transfer pollen, flower nectar and odors that attract 
insects that transfer pollen, and hard shells on nuts that squirrels bury. 

○ Animals engage in characteristic behaviors that increase the odds of reproduction. 
(MS-LS1-4)  

○ Plants reproduce in a variety of ways, sometimes depending on animal behavior and 
specialized features for reproduction. (MS-LS1-4)  
 

● MS-LS1-5. Construct a scientific explanation based on evidence for how environmental and 
genetic factors influence the growth of organisms.  

○ Examples of local environmental conditions could include availability of food, light, 
space, and water. Examples of genetic factors could include the genes responsible for 
size differences in different breeds of dogs. Examples of evidence could include 
drought decreasing plant growth, fertilizer increasing plant growth, different varieties of 



 

plant seeds growing at different rates in different conditions, and fish growing larger in 
large ponds than they do in small ponds.  

○ Assessment does not include genetic mechanisms, gene regulation, biochemical 
processes, or natural selection. 

○ Genetic factors as well as local conditions affect the growth of the adult plant. 
(MS-LS1-5) 

 
 

NGSS High School standards 
 

Disciplinary Core Ideas 
● LS1.A Structure and function 

Systems of specialized cells within organisms help perform essential functions of life. Any one 
system in an organism is made up of numerous parts. Feedback mechanisms maintain an 
organism’s internal conditions within certain limits and mediate behaviors 
 

● LS2.A Interdependent relationships within ecosystems 
….The fundamental tension between resource availability and organism populations affects 
the abundance of species in any given ecosystem 
 

● LS2.D Social interactions and group behavior 
Group behavior has evolved because membership can increase the chances of survival for 
individuals and their genetic relatives. 
 

● LS4.C Adaptation 
Evolution results primarily from genetic variation of individuals in a species, competition for 
resources, and proliferation of organisms better able to survive and reproduce…. 

 
Crosscutting Concepts 

● Patterns 
In grades 9-12, students observe patterns in systems at different scales and cite patterns as 
empirical evidence for causality in supporting their explanations of phenomena. They 
recognize classifications or explanations used at one scale may not be useful or need revision 
using a different scale; thus requiring improved investigations and experiments…. 
 

● Cause and effect 
In grades 9-12, students understand that empirical evidence is required to differentiate 
between cause and correlation and to make claims about specific causes and effects. They 
suggest cause and effect relationships to explain and predict behaviors in complex natural and 
designed systems…. They recognize changes in systems may have various causes that may 
not have equal effects. 
 

● Scale, proportion, and quantity 
In grades 9-12, students understand the significance of a phenomenon is dependent on the 
scale, proportion, and quantity at which it occurs. They recognize patterns observable at one 
scale may not be observable or exist at other scales, and some systems can only be studied 



 

indirectly as they are too small, too large, too fast, or too slow to observe directly…. 
 

● Systems and system models 
In grades 9-12, students can investigate or analyze a system by defining its boundaries and 
initial conditions, as well as its inputs and outputs. They can use models (e.g., physical, 
mathematical, computer models) to simulate the flow of energy, matter, and interactions within 
and between systems at different scales. They can also use models and simulations to predict 
the behavior of a system, and recognize that these predictions have limited precision and 
reliability due to the assumptions and approximations inherent in the models…. 
 

● Structure and function 
In grades 9-12, students investigate systems by examining the properties of different 
materials, the structures of different components, and their interconnections to reveal the 
system’s function and/or solve a problem. They infer the functions and properties of natural 
and designed objects and systems from their overall structure, the way their components are 
shaped and used, and the molecular substructures of their various materials. 
 

● Stability and change 
In grades 9-12, students understand much of science deals with constructing explanations of 
how things change and how they remain stable. They quantify and model changes in systems 
over very short or very long periods of time. They see some changes are irreversible, and 
negative feedback can stabilize a system, while positive feedback can destabilize it. They 
recognize systems can be designed for greater or lesser stability. 

 
Science and Engineering Practices 

● Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering)  
...in 9–12 progresses to formulating, refining, and evaluating empirically testable questions and 
design problems using models and simulations. 

○ Ask questions 
■ that arise from examining models or a theory, to clarify and/or seek additional 

information and relationships. 
■ to determine relationships, including quantitative relationships, between 

independent and dependent variables. 
■ to clarify and refine a model, an explanation, or an engineering problem. 

○ Ask and/or evaluate questions that challenge the premise(s) of an argument, the 
interpretation of a data set, or the suitability of a design.  

○ Define a design problem that involves the development of a process or system with 
interacting components and criteria and constraints that may include social, technical, 
and/or environmental considerations. 
 

● Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering)  
...in 9-12 progresses to explanations and designs that are supported by multiple and 
independent student-generated sources of evidence consistent with scientific ideas, principles, 
and theories.  

○ Make a quantitative and/or qualitative claim regarding the relationship between 
dependent and independent variables.  

○ Apply scientific ideas, principles, and/or evidence to provide an explanation of 
phenomena and solve design problems…. 



 

○ Apply scientific reasoning, theory, and/or models to link evidence to the claims to 
assess the extent to which the reasoning and data support the explanation or 
conclusion.  

○ Design, evaluate, and/or refine a solution to a complex real-world problem, based on 
scientific knowledge, student-generated sources of evidence, prioritized criteria, and 
tradeoff considerations. 
 

● Engaging in argument from evidence  
...in 9-12 progresses to using appropriate and sufficient evidence and scientific reasoning to 
defend and critique claims and explanations about the natural and designed world(s). 
Arguments may also come from current scientific or historical episodes in science.  

○ Compare and evaluate competing arguments or design solutions in light of currently 
accepted explanations, new evidence, limitations (e.g., trade-offs), constraints, and 
ethical issues.  

○ Respectfully provide and/or receive critiques on scientific arguments by probing 
reasoning and evidence, challenging ideas and conclusions, responding thoughtfully to 
diverse perspectives, and determining additional information required to resolve 
contradictions.  

○ Construct, use, and/or present an oral and written argument or counter-arguments 
based on data and evidence.  

○ Make and defend a claim based on evidence about the natural world or the 
effectiveness of a design solution that reflects scientific knowledge... 

○ Evaluate competing design solutions to a real-world problem based on scientific ideas 
and principles, empirical evidence, and/or logical arguments regarding relevant factors 
(e.g. economic, societal, environmental, ethical considerations). 
 

● Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 
...in 9-12 progresses to evaluating the validity and reliability of the claims, methods, and 
designs.  

○ Critically read scientific literature adapted for classroom use to determine the central 
ideas or conclusions and/or to obtain scientific and/or technical information to 
summarize complex evidence, concepts, processes, or information presented in a text 
by paraphrasing them in simpler but still accurate terms.  

○ Communicate scientific and/or technical information or ideas (e.g. about phenomena 
and/or the process of development and the design and performance of a proposed 
process or system) in multiple formats (i.e., orally, graphically, textually, 
mathematically). 
 


